With a background in both clinical medicine and veterinary medicine and current activity as an epidemiologist I regard any new publication on zoonoses with enthusiasm. There is a limited range of books devoted to the subject and many are now out of date.

The last paragraph of the introduction was much appreciated: "In the study of zoonoses, medical experts and veterinarians should cooperate closely to study the aetiology, epidemiology..."---that is an excellent mission statement.

I sought out severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus first---a recently described presumptive zoonosis and something I am working on presently. Next to see how influenza was covered, the other disease currently dominating my daily activities. They represent one novel and one erstwhile described condition and both accounts met with my approval, as did numerous other conditions that caught my eye. Indeed after the initial "flick through" I had gained lots of new information, and a little embarrassment that I had told someone earlier in the day that Newcastle disease wasn\'t a zoonosis (thus my need for such a general reference).

After picking it up a few more times, I tried to ascertain which group would be most satisfied with this latest addition to the archives of zoonoses. I concluded that most clinicians should find it an ample resource. From an infectious diseases specialist, epidemiological, or microbiology point of view it would serve as a breadth rather than depth reference.

Although it took a little longer than it should have, my belated discovery of the alphabetical order in the bacteria section was very helpful when navigating around, and obviated the need to refer to contents or index. Virus and parasite sections are grouped by family but it is not so easy to find a particular disease without consulting contents or index---for the virus section I do not understand the order logic. Additionally the "zoonoses caused by..." is unnecessary in these two sections, as is the need to define the meaning of zoonoses in the title of the book.

Laboratory inclined colleagues may disagree but since I do not get too excited about PCR primers (virus section) I think these could be put in an appendix at the back. Such inclusion as an appendix does not mean I would not have much interest in it---I can affirm that I found the "animal bite infections" and "zoonoses involving various types of animals" appendices excellent resources. If I can be bold enough may I suggest "diseases by system" with a key to animal host involved in the next edition.

Overall, my final judgment of a book is by where it will reside on my bookshelves---those at the higher levels mostly gather dust; this one, I believe, will stay on the middle shelves until the fourth edition is produced. And it is certainly more portable than my "family bible", Zoonoses: Biology, Clinical Practice, and Public Health Control (Palmer SP, Soulsby EJL, Simpson DIH, et al, eds. Oxford; OUP; 1998).
